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Post  Of fice  Box  12548 ,  Aust in,  Texas  7 8 7 1 1 - 2 5 4 8  •  ( 5 1 2 )  4 6 3 - 2 1 0 0  •  www.texasat to r neygeneral .gov  

November 1, 2021 

The Honorable Matthew A. Mills 
Hood County Attorney 
1200 West Pearl Street 
Granbury, Texas 76048 

Via E-Mail 

Re: Procedure for numbering election ballots and which officials are authorized to select the 
method for numbering ballots (RQ-0405-KP) 

Dear Mr. Mills: 

Thank you for requesting a written opinion from this office. 

Section 402.042 of the Government Code requires this office to issue an opinion within 180 days 
of receiving a request for one unless we explain to the requestor in writing before the deadline why 
the opinion will be delayed. 

Accordingly, we are notifying you that we will not issue an opinion on your request within 180 
days of the date received because we need more time to review the law, complete the analysis that 
your request requires, and finalize the formal opinion.  We will make every effort to issue this 
opinion as soon as possible. 

Sincerely, 

Virginia K. Hoelscher 
Chair, Opinion Committee 

VKH/som 

Attachment: Request No. 0405-KP 
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ROGER B. BORGELT, ATTORNEY AT LAW 

BORGELT LAW 

ROGER B. BORGELT 
PRINCIPAL 

614 S. CAPITAL OF TEXAS HIGHWAY 

SUITE A 

AUSTIN. TEXAS 78746 

wwwborgeltlaw.com 

July 29, 2021 

Office of the Attorney General of Texas 
Attention: Lesley French, Deputy Attorney General 
Lesley.French@OAG.Texas.Gov 
P.O. Box 12548 
Austin, TX 78711-2548 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL AND REGULAR MAIL 

Re: Request for Attorney General Opinion RQ-405-KP 1

Dear General Paxton, 

WRITER"S PHONE & EMAIL; 

TF.:LEPHONE: t512J 600-.:3467 
DIRECT DIAL, <512> 870-7533 

roger@borgeltlaw.com 

We are in receipt of the Hood County Attorney's May 3, 2021 request for opinion on the proper 
procedure for numbering ballots and a commissioners' court's authority to mandate a voting 
system to an elections administrator. The Hood County Attorney raised three specific questions. 
We respectfully submit this letter to provide feedback on the questions relating to ballot 
numbering- Question 1 and Question 3. 

Question 1: Are pre-numbered ballots the only way to comply with Tex. Elec. Code § 
52.062 or do machine-generated numbers comply with the numbering requirement? 

For the following reasons, we submit that pre-printed, consecutively numbered ballots are the 
only way to comply with Section 52.062. 

Since 1891, the Legislature has been constitutionally required to provide for ballot numbering in 
Texas. Article 6, Sec. 4 states: 

Sec. 4. ELECTIONS BY BALLOT; PURITY OF ELECTIONS; REGISTRATION 
OF VOTERS. 
In all elections by the people ... the Legislature shall provide for the numbering of tickets 
and make such other regulations as may be necessary to detect and punish fraud and 
preserve the purity of the ballot box ... Emphasis added. 

The Legislature carried out this constitutfonal mandate by passing the consecutive ballot 
numbering statute, Tex. Elec. Code§ 52.062, which has been in effect for over 35 years. 

Sec. 52.062. NUMBERING OF BALLOTS. 

1 Appendix A - Hood County request for AG opinion related to ballot numbering for ballot marking 

device, RQ-405-KP. 
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The ballots prepared by each authority responsible for having the official ballot prepared 
shall be numbered consecutively beginning with the number "1. "" 

This statute is a longstanding cornerstone of election integrity that ensures the detection of 
counterfeited, missing, and/or duplicate ballots. At least six other Election Code provisions 
reference Section 52.062's consecutive numbering requirement in establishing mandatory 
procedures for election officials: 

Sec. 51.006. PREPARING BALLOTS FOR DISTRIBUTION. 

The authority responsible for distributing election supplies shall package and seal 
each set of ballots before their distribution and shall mark the package with the 
number of ballots enclosed and the range of the ballot serial numbers. If the 
authority is the early voting clerk, the ballots allocated for early voting need not be 
packaged and sealed." (Emphasis added.) 

Sec. 51.007. RECORD OF BALLOT DISTRIBUTION. 

(a) As soon as practicable after the ballots are packaged for distribution, the authority
responsible for distributing election supplies shall prepare a record of the number of
ballots and the range of serial numbers on the ballots to be distributed to each
presiding judge and the early voting clerk. (Emphasis added.)
(b) The authority shall preserve the record for the period for preserving the precinct
election records.

Sec. 51.008. SUPPLEMENTING DISTRIBUTED BALLOTS. 

(a) The authority responsible for distributing election supplies shall retain a reserve
of ballots to supplement the distributed ballots and on election day may reallocate
previously distributed ballots among the polling places.
(b) The authority shall enter on the record of ballot distribution the nwnber of ballots
reserved and the nwnber of ballots distributed from the reserve to each polling place.
The range of serial numbers on the ballots shall be included in the record. (Emphasis
added.)
( c) If distributed ballots are reallocated, the authority shall indicate the reallocation
on the record of ballot distribution and shall issue a receipt to each presiding election
judge showing the number of ballots and the range of serial numbers on the ballots
taken from the judge's polling place for redistribution. Each presiding judge shall
indicate on the ballot register any reallocation of ballots affecting that polling place.
(Emphasis added.)
( d) The authority shall retain the undistributed reserve for the period for preserving
the precinct election records.

Sec. 51.010. FAILURE TO DISTRIBUTE OR DELIVER SUPPLIES. 

(a) A person commits an offense if the person is responsible for distributing election
supplies for an election and intentionally fails to distribute any of the supplies by the
deadline prescribed by Section 51.004(b).
(b) A person commits an offense if the person is entrusted with the delivery of
election supplies for use at polling places and intentionally fails to deliver any of the
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supplies within the time specified by the person who entrusted the delivery to the 
person. (Emphasis added.) 
( c) An offense under this section is a Class C misdemeanor.

Sec. 62.007. EXAMINING BALLOTS. 

(a) An election officer shall unseal the ballot package, remove the ballots, and examine
them to determine whether they are properly numbered and printed. (Emphasis added.)
(b) An unnumbered or otherwise defectively printed ballot shall be placed in ballot box
no. 4. (Emphasis added.)

Sec. 62.009. DISARRANGING BALLOTS FOR VOTERS' SELECTION. 

(a) As needed for voting, an election officer shall disarrange a supply of the ballots so
that they are in random numerical order. (Emphasis added.)
(b) The disarranged ballots shall be placed face down on a table in a manner preventing
an election officer or other person from ascertaining the number of a ballot selected by a

voter. (Emphasis added.)
(c) The provisional ballots shall be placed separately from the regular ballots.

The Texas Secretary of State ("Secretary") has certified the Hart InterCivic ballot marking 
device Verity 2.4 hybrid voting systems for use in Texas.2 Appendix A contains the Secretary's 
recommendations for ballot numbering procedures for the Hart InterCivic system.3 The 
Secretary correctly notes that Tex. Elec. Code § 52.062 requires ballots to be prepared with 
consecutive numbers, beginning with the number "1." The Secretary then provides counties with 
two options for meeting this requirement. 

The first option, ordering blank ballot stock with pre-printed numbers, complies with Section 
52.062, as the ballots can be numbered consecutively beginning with "1." This plainly satisfies 
both the letter and spirit of Section 52.062 and thus ensures counties' adherence to other election 
laws, such as those cited supra, that relate to ballot numbering. 

The second option purports to provide an alternative to Section 52.062 for counties using the 
ES&S and Hart lnterCivic systems. According to the Secretary, the Hart InterCivic "ballot is 
assigned a unique identifier when printed." However, the Secretary acknowledges in Appendix A 
that the lack of consecutively-numbered ballots renders it impossible for election officials to 
fully comply with portions of the Election Code: 

"The ballots shall be tracked, distributed, and retained just as you would with a traditional 
pre-printed full ballot in accordance with Sections 51.006, 51.007, 51.008 with the 
exception of notating the serial number of the ballot ranges."4 (Emphasis added.) 

The alternative randomized ballot numbering procedure will cause counties to violate, at a 
minimum, Tex. Elec. Code§§ 52.062, 51.006, 51.007, and 51.008. Furthermore, the Secretary 

2 Appendix B - Texas Secretary of State Certification of the Hart InterCivic Verity 2.4 Voting System  
used by Hood County. 

3 Appendix A - See page 6, paragraph c. 
4 Appendix A - See highlighted section on page 6, paragraph c. 
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does not provide sufficient instructions for how officials may comply with Tex. Elec. Code §§ 
51.010 (how will officials deliver serial number range records to polls), 62.007 (how will 
officials at polls determine if ballots are properly numbered) and 62.009 (how will election 
judges place numbered ballots face down for voters to choose their ballot). In short, the 
Secretary's permission to ignore Section 52.062 causes a chain reaction in which counties may 
violate at least six other laws. 

Should General Paxton determine that Tex. Elec. Code § 52.062 is discretionary and that 
computerized machines are permitted to generate random text values onto ballots in lieu of 
consecutive numbering starting with " l," Texas election law will be plunged into confusion and 
uncertainty because violations of several of these ballot numbering statutes are not only illegal, 
but punishable criminally: 

a) To not deliver or distribute the required ballot numbering election records to a polling 
place is a Class C misdemeanor. See Tex. Elec. Code§ 51.0lO(c)). 

b) To not preserve precinct election records for ballot serial number ranges distributed to 
polling locations can result in criminal penalties (see Tex. Elec. Code §§ 51.007(b), 
51.008(d)), and 13 TAC§ 7.125(a)(10)), and Tex. Penal Code§ 37.10(3)). 

The Secretary is the Chief Election Officer of the State of Texas.5 Among other duties, the 
Secretary has been tasked by the Legislature with "obtain[ing] and maintain[ing] uniformity in 
the application, operation, and interpretation of [the Election] code."6 As part of performing this 
duty, the Secretary is required to "prepare detailed and comprehensive written directives and 
instructions relating to and based on [the Election] code and the election laws outside this code."7 

The Secretary must "distribute these materials to the appropriate state and local authorities 
having duties in the administration of these laws."8 

While the Secretary claims that Tex. Elec. Code 122.00l(c) provides authority for the Secretary 
to prescribe "operating procedures" related to voting systems,9 nothing in the Election Code 
grants the Secretary the authority to provide advice to ignore specific sections of the Election 
Code - laws and procedures are not equal. 

There is no necessity, or authority, for the Secretary to interpret Tex. Elec. Code § 52.062 in a 
manner that 

a) grants the Secretary authority to provide advice to counties to ignore election laws ( or 
advise counties to do so), violating Art. 1, Sec. 28 of the Texas Constitution; 

b) empowers the Secretary to "provide for numbering of tickets," a power that is 
specifically reserved for the Legislative Branch, violating Tex. Const. Art. 6, Sec. 4; and 

5 See Tex. Elec. Code § 31.001. 
6 See Tex. Elec. Code§ 3 1.003. 
7 Id. 
8 Id. 
9 Appendix A - See highlighted section on page 6, paragraph 2. 
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c) impedes election officials' ability to "detect and punish fraud and preserve the purity 
of the ballot box" because randomized ballot numbers prevent election judges from 
recording, validating, and tracking the official ballot serial number ranges they were in 
possession of, personally distributed, and retained at their polling locations, again 
violating Tex. Const. Art. 6, Sec. 4. 

Section 31.003 of the Election Code clearly and specifically assigns duties to the Secretary. 
While the Secretary may have discretion as it relates to the development of procedures that 
ensure uniform compliance with the Election Code, he does NOT have discretion to advise 
counties to simply refuse to comply with the Election Code, specifically with the numbering 
requirement of Section 52.062 and the many other statutes that reference that numbering. 

Providing election administrators with the guidance necessary to conduct elections in accordance 
with the law gives the Secretary a vital role in ensuring election integrity in Texas. With 254 
counties, it is essential that election authorities conduct local, state, and federal elections in a 
legal and uniform manner based on a consistent interpretation of the Election Code. The 
Legislature believed this was important enough to give the Secretary a very specific and clear 
mandate: prepare and distribute detailed and comprehensive written directives and instructions 
that comply with the Election Code to state and local election authorities.10 

The Secretary' s deficient guidance to counties violates the Separation of Powers clause of Art. 2, 
Sec. 1 of the Texas Constitution. Further, because the Secretary is providing counsel to counties 
to ignore Tex. Elec. Code §§ 52.062, 51.006, 51.007, and 51.008, this is a violation of the 
Suspension of Laws provision in Art. 1, Sec. 28 of the Texas Constitution. The Constitution 
provides that only the Legislature can suspend laws - not the Secretary, a member of the 
Executive Branch. These actions by the Secretary are contrary to the Legislature's intent that the 
Election Code be interpreted and applied uniformly across this State for voting systems. See Tex. 
Elec. Code § 122.032. By suspending laws and authorizing exceptions to Tex. Elec. Code § 
52.062, and other statutes, the Secretary is failing to perform his ministerial duty. Surely the 
Legislature did not intend for any of these provisions to be waived, ignored, or violated. 

There is a significant gap in the inconsistent guidance given to counties and other political 
subdivisions by the Secretary regarding the administration of numbering ballots for ballot 
marking device systems. This gap leaves counties unprepared to adequately conduct their 
elections with hybrid voting systems in a manner that ensures compliance with more than seven 
provisions of the Election Code. These gaps are a direct result of the Secretary's failure to 
perform his Executive Branch ministerial duties. 

Because the method of randomized ballot numbering generated by the Hood County Verity 2.4 
voting system results in the violations of multiple election laws, the Texas Constitution, and the 
Texas Penal Code, the randomized method of ballot numbering is not legal and should not be 
used in Texas. 

Question 3: Should ballots begin with the number "l" for each election? 

10 See Tex. Elec. Code§ 31.003. 
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The Election Code makes clear that each authority preparing the official ballot shall begin the 
ballot numbers with the number "1." 

Sec. 52.062. NUMBERING OF BALLOTS. 
The ballots prepared by each authority responsible for having the official ballot prepared 
shall be numbered consecutively beginning with the number "1. "" 

The authority responsible for having the official ballot prepared can vary from election to 
election according to Section 52.002: 

Sec. 52.002. AUTHORITY PREPARING BALLOT. 
Except as otherwise provided by law, the following authority shall have the official ballot 
prepared: 

(1) for an election ordered by the governor or a county authority, the county 
clerk; 
(2) for a primary election, the county chair of the political party holding the 
primary; 
(3) for an election ordered by a city authority, the city secretary; and 
(4) for an election ordered by an authority of a political subdivision other than a 
county or city, the secretary of the subdivision's governing body or, if the 
governing body has no secretary, the governing body's presiding officer. 

Each authority - the county clerk, the county chairs, the city secretary, or the secretary of a 
political subdivision's governing body, etc. - is to have the official ballot prepared starting with 
the number "1." Therefore, it is clear that each election must start with "1." 

In Appendix C11
, the Secretary purports to provide an option to various jurisdictions that 

contradicts the plain language of Section 52.062: 

"The jurisdiction can pre-number the ballots and split them into batches for each election, 
with each batch beginning with a number that ends in the number " 1 ". Those batches 
must be no smaller than units of 100, though a jurisdiction could batch in larger units if 
needed (1000, 10,000, etc.). 

1. Example: For the November election, the jurisdiction could use ballots 1-1500, 
and for the May election that jurisdiction could then use ballots 1501-2400, and 
for the following November election the jurisdiction could use ballots 2401-4200, 
etc. 
2. To use this batching method the jurisdiction will need to track which batches 
are assigned to each election through a master log that identifies the range of 
ballots that were used for each election. The jurisdiction must then track which 
ballots from that election's particular range are distributed to each polling place 
through the normal procedures." 

11 Appendix C - Texas Secretary of State Election Advisory 2019-23. See page 14, highlighted section 
l3(1)(a)(iv). 
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This option is problematic because different elections at different times of the year may be under 
different jurisdictions. For example, the November general elections are typically under the 
authority of the county, while the May elections are typically under various municipality 
authorities and/or other political subdivisions. Various jurisdictions may also call special 
elections at other times of the year. 

Requiring various authorities to keep track of and coordinate on their starting ballot numbers for 
each election is unreasonable and clearly not prescribed in the Election Code or intended by the 
Legislature. Again, as noted in the discussion regarding Question 1, the Secretary's 
interpretation: 

a) grants the Secretary authority to ignore election laws ( or advise counties to do so),
violating Art. 1, Sec. 28 of the Texas Constitution;

b) empowers the Secretary to "provide for numbering of tickets," a power that is
specifically reserved for the Legislative Branch, violating Tex. Const. Art. 6, Sec. 4; and

c) impedes election officials' ability to "detect and punish fraud and preserve the purity
of the ballot box" because randomized ballot numbers prevent election judges from
recording, validating, and tracking the official ballot serial number ranges they were in
possession of, personally distributed, and retained at their polling locations, again
violating Tex. Const. Art. 6, Sec. 4.

Because numbering ballots beginning with the number "1" for each election is clear required by 
the Election Code, the method of ballot numbering staiting with numbers greater than "l" is not 
legal, opens the door for confusion and fraud, and should not be used in Texas. 

Respectfully submitted, 

fkJtoL 
Roger B. Borgelt · -...;_:__ 
State Bar No. 02667960 
BORGELT LAW 
614 S. Capital of Texas Hwy. 
Austin, TX 78746 
Office: 512.600.3467 
Mobile: 512.870.7533 
Roger@BorgeltLaw.com 

Anna Eby 
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